
Economic systems 
Unit 6



 
An economy is a system that attempts to 
solve the basic economic 
problem-resources are scarce but wants are 
infinite.

 
Resources need to be allocated between their 
competing uses.

Economic systems 



� What is to be produced?

� How is it to be produced?

� For whom is it to be produced?

The three parts of the 
economic problem:



� Free Market economies (Adam Smith, 
Freidrich Hayek)

� Command economies (Karl Marx)

� Mixed economies (John Maynard Keynes)

The three types of economic 
system:



Fear the Boom and Bust

A short clip highlighting the controversy 
between two famous economists

Keynes Hayek Rap

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0nERTFo-Sk


� Free markets are associated with the 
economists Adam Smith (invisible hand) 
and Freidrich Hayek

� Eg USA

Market economies (free market 
/ free enterprise / capitalist 

economies)



� Private ownership of resources (USA: 63%)

� Producers maximise profit

� Consumers maximise utility (satisfaction)

� Market forces (demand and supply) determine 
prices

� Resources are allocated by the price 
(market) mechanism

Characteristics of market 
economies:



� In a free market economy, resource allocation 
occurs through the market mechanism:

 
� What? – There is consumer sovereignty

Resources are allocated through the price mechanism 
where profits act as a signal to producers

� How? – The lowest cost technique of production

� For whom? – Those who are willing and able to 
pay

The market mechanism



� List the advantages and disadvantages of a 
free market economy

� Overall is this a good economic system?

An evaluation of a free market 
economy



� The state allocates resources through a 
system of planning

 
� Examples: North Korea and Cuba
 
� Associated with the writings of Karl Marx 

who believed production should be directed 
on the basis of human need rather than profit

2. Command economies 
(centrally planned / planned 

economies)



� Public (state) ownership of resources

� Producers aim to meet production targets by 
the state

� Price determination by the state

� Resources are allocated by the state

� There is greater equality of income and 
wealth than in a free market economy

Characteristics of command 
economies



Associated with the writings of John 
Maynard Keynes who thought the 
government should intervene to correct 
market failure
eg the under provision of goods with positive 
externalities such as health and education or 
non provision of public goods such as 
defense

He argued that government should spend 
more in a recession to reduce unemployment 
and spend less in a boom to dampen down 
inflation

Mixed economies



 
� Ownership: both public and private sector

� Competition and markets exist in the 
private sector

� Government ownership of key sectors of the 
economy - resources allocated by the 
government

Characteristics of mixed 
economies



A controversial issue!
 
� Too much intervention-

Reduces incentives
Lowers economic growth
Reduces choice

 
� Too little intervention-

Increases inequalities

The degree of mixing



A mixed economy may be defined as one in 
which resources are:

A) Allocated to meet the needs of both consumers 
and producers

B) Used partly for the production of consumer 
goods and partly for the production of capital 
goods

C) Allocated partly by market forces and partly by 
the state

D) Used for the production of both goods and 
services

Multiple Choice:
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A free market economy differs from a mixed 
economy in the following way:

A) Essential services, such as health and education, 
are funded from taxation and freely available to 
all

B) Resources cannot be reallocated to make 
someone better off without making someone 
else worse off

C) Resources are privately owned and allocated by 
the price mechanism

D) Production is geared to the manufacture of 
necessities at the expense of luxuries

Multiple Choice:
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Produce a poster to show the 3 types of economic 
system

Your poster must include the following features:
� The 3 types of economy
� Definition of each type
� The advantages and disadvantages of each 

system
� A scale (spectrum) showing examples of 3 contrasting 

countries

Resources:
� Your own research
� Commanding heights film: The agony of reform…

Types of economy poster



� Film 1: The Battle of Ideas
� Film 2: The Agony of Reform
� Film 3: The New Rules of the Game

These 3 documentary films (each is approximately 1.5 
hours) give an overview of how Economics developed as 
a subject as different economists gained influence, how 
the economic systems of the world changed with the 
break up of the soviet union in the 1990s and finally, in 
the last film, the increase in globalisation between the 
world economies. Watch these films to improve your 
knowledge of the UK ‘s recent economic history in the 
global economy

The Commanding Heights

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4ckz3vYayo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5eSeaBSFHW8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ugpdfBXTsM

